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Abstract 

 

The thesis is an attempt to explore various ways in which Michael Frayn employs the 

philosophical implications of Werner Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and Niels 

Bohr’s complementarity principle in his play Copenhagen and to find out how he works 

with the theme of memory in the text. The theoretical part puts the play into the frame 

of the science theatre genre and offers a brief overview of depiction of memory in 

literature. The practical part then analyses the theme of memory in connection with 

quantum physics in the text and covers the development of our perception of the 

characters. 
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Abstrakt 

Diplomová práce je pokusem prozkoumat, jakými způsoby Michael Frayn ve své 

divadelní hře Kodaň aplikoval filosofické důsledky Heisenbergova principu neurčitosti 

a Bohrovy komplementarity a jak pracuje s tématem paměti. Teoretická část hru 

zasazuje do kontextu žánru science theatre a nabízí stručný přehled zobrazování paměti 

v literatuře. Praktická část analyzuje spojení paměti a kvantové fyziky v textu a 

popisuje, jak se mění naše hodnocení postav. 
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Introduction 

 

Theatre and physics are concepts we would not usually expect to stand side by side. In 

his play Copenhagen (1998) Michael Frayn managed to merge the two in creating an 

exquisite text which is not only inspired by an event in the life of Niels Bohr and 

Werner Heisenberg, but also seems to be based on the philosophical implications of 

their discoveries. A number of critics have mentioned Frayn’s employment of 

Heisenberg’s uncertainty and Bohr’s complementarity, but no one has appeared to 

really apply it thoroughly. This thesis is an attempt to explore various ways the 

playwright used these principles and also to find out how he works with the theme of 

memory. For a better orientation, a short layman’s explanation of the relevant concepts 

of quantum mechanics is provided in the beginning of the theoretical part of the thesis. 

The following chapter puts Copenhagen into the frame of the science theatre genre, 

briefly considering the attractiveness of this relatively new theatrical form. A short 

overview of the relationship of memory and literature and theatre was needed, as the 

theme of memory seems to be important to the play, because all the characters are 

ghosts recalling their past. The objective of the practical part is to find the possible 

applications of quantum mechanics concepts in the text. The first chapter looks at the 

structure of the play, showing it as an imitation of a scientific paper divided into four 

drafts. In the second chapter the connection between quantum physics and memory in 

the play is explored. The rest of the thesis is dedicated to the analysis of how the 

individual drafts change our perception of the characters and also the way the personae 

perceive each other. 
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I. THEORETICAL PART 

 

Since the play is inspired by a real historical event and the characters are based on 

historical figures whose life stories create the content of the text, brief biographies are 

provided in the following lines. 

 

Michael Frayn 

(1933) 

 

Michael Frayn is a British playwright, novelist and philosopher. His theatre work ranges 

from the farcical play Noises Off (1982), over Democracy (2003) taking place during 

the Cold War and tracking the career of the Peace Nobel Prize laureate and chancellor 

of West Germany Willy Brandt, to Afterlife (2008) about an Austrian theatrical director 

and actor Max Reinhardt. He also translated several plays by Chekhov. Frayn’s novels 

include for example The Tin Man (1965), A Landing on the Sun (1991), Headlong 

(1999) or Skios (2012) (Frayn 2). Michael Frayn is remarkable for the in-depth research 

which he does for his writing and the ability to incorporate a great deal of knowledge 

and thought into seemingly unconnected matters. For instance Headlong, despite its 

farcical nature, contains much scholarly discussion of Dutch painting. This applies to 

Copenhagen too. The play is accompanied by an extensive post script, in which Frayn 

reflects on the historical figures of Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg, noting when he 

had departed from his models, and gives a complete bibliography on the subject. It is 

also evident that he had (although as a layman) studied the principles of quantum 

physics to some extent and put them under close philosophical scrutiny when he was 

writing the play. 
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Werner Heisenberg  

(1901 – 1976) 

 

Werner Heisenberg was a German theoretical physicist, one of the most important 

creators of quantum mechanics, which is the science dealing with the behaviour of 

matter and light on the atomic and subatomic scale. He received his doctorate in Munich 

in 1924, worked for a short time in Göttingen and then went to Copenhagen to do 

research with Niels Bohr. In 1926 he was appointed a university lecturer and Bohr’s 

assistant there. He discovered his famous uncertainty principle a year later and at the 

age of twenty six became the youngest professor in Germany and head of the 

Department of Theoretical Physics in Leipzig. In 1932 he was awarded the Nobel Prize 

for Physics. There is much controversy surrounding his work on atomic research during 

World War II. After the war he directed Max Planck’s Institute for Physics (Beyler). 

 

Niels Bohr 

(1885 – 1962) 

 

Niels Bohr was a Danish physicist and philosopher. He first understood the structure of 

the atom, created its model and laid the foundations of quantum physics. In 1920 he 

founded the Institute for Theoretical Physics (now Niels Bohr Institute) at the 

University of Copenhagen and in 1922 he was awarded the Nobel Prize. During his 

collaboration with Werner Heisenberg he conceived the complementarity principle, 

which, together with Heisenberg’s uncertainty, became the foundation of so called 

Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics. During World War II Bohr as half-

Jewish had to escape occupied Denmark. He flew to Sweden, then Britain and became 

part of the Manhattan project – the research and development project which produced 

the first atomic bombs. Bohr had a happy marriage and was very close to his wife 

Margrethe. Their life was marked by a tragedy when their eldest son Christian died 

during an accident on a boat trip. (Pais 14–30). 
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Copenhagen 

 

The play is inspired by a real historical event and by the lives of Werner Heisenberg and 

Niels Bohr. In 1941 Heisenberg visited his close friend and colleague Niels Bohr in his 

home in Copenhagen. The two colleagues had collaborated closely and were the leading 

figures in the establishment of quantum physics in the 1920’s. The situation in 1941 was 

very different as Heisenberg was German and Bohr a half-Jewish citizen of occupied 

Denmark. The physicists had a quarrel and never fully restored their relationship 

afterwards. What exactly they spoke about remains a mystery, even though Heisenberg 

attempted to explain it many times both in letters addressed to Bohr and to the historians 

who interviewed him. In the play the ghosts of the physicists, together with that of 

Bohr’s wife Margrethe, remember their past, recall the conflict and try to find out the 

reason of Heisenberg’s visit. The visit is replayed four times and each time different 

aspects of the situation come out. Copenhagen first opened on 28th May 1998 in Royale 

National Theatre, London under the direction of Michael Blakemore. In our country the 

play was staged in 1996 in Divadlo F. X. Šaldy, Liberec, directed by Lída Engelová, 

and twice in Divadlo v Celetné, Prague (2001 and 2006), directed by Jakub Špalek. 
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1. Quantum Mechanics, Uncertainty Principle and Complementarity 

 

The main characters of Frayn’s Copenhagen are theoretical physicists and their 

discoveries and quantum mechanics in general are important for the interpretation of the 

play. The following lines will therefore be dedicated to a very layman’s explanation of 

the relevant concepts. 

 

The first thing to bear in mind is that we are dealing with a microworld where the rules 

of classical physics do not apply. Or, more precisely, the macroscopical objects of our 

visible world are so large that the actions of the quantum particles do not usually have 

any observable effect on them. Most importantly, we cannot think about the quantum 

world in terms of clear determinations. We are not able to measure the interactions 

between the quantum particles exactly. As Christoph Schiller in his Motion Mountain 

(2012) explains, the quantum world is subject to constant change. We are not able to 

observe this change in progress and can only note its results – when we compare two 

observations, there will always be a different outcome (17)1. Due to this change, the 

microscopic systems seem to behave randomly and we can never achieve exactly the 

same configuration of the experiment (Schiller 28). This change also makes it 

impossible to gather and use all information in a way that allows production of a perfect 

copy (Schiller 34). 

 

The nature of the quantum world is in literature (for instance Feynman, Hey and 

Walters) usually shown on a description of the so called double slit experiment. In this 

experiment there is a system consisting of some source, a plate with two parallel slits 

and a detector behind it. If the bullets are fired at the plate some pass through the slits 

while some are stopped by the plate. If we perform the experiment with a stone thrown 

into a water tank, the waves going through the slits create the so called interference 

                                                 
1 In fact, we do not get the exact results in the macroworld either, but the change is so small it is usually 
negligible. 
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pattern. This phenomenon is called diffraction. In a very simplified way it means that 

the waves going through one slit somehow influence the waves going through the 

second slit. The unpredictable nature of the quantum world reveals itself when we use 

the double slit experiment with electrons. Since electrons are clearly discrete entities, 

results similar to those of the experiment with bullets would be expected. However, the 

reflection on the detector corresponds with the one obtained with the waves of water. 

The double slit experiment therefore proves electrons are simultaneously of wave and 

corpuscular nature. Physicists are not able to explain why this occurs and have to limit 

themselves to mere description of the phenomenon. Hey and Walters consider this the 

essence of quantum mechanics (9–18). 

 

When performing the double slit experiment with electrons, we are unable to determine 

which slit the individual electrons passed through. To determine this, we would have to 

introduce a source of light to the system, marking the passing of the electrons through 

the slits. Yet, when we do this, we lose the information of the precise velocity of the 

electron. This can be explained by the fact that light consists of small lumps of energy 

called photons. For us to be able to see the electron it has to be hit by a photon, but 

when that happens the electron is deflected. According to Hey and Walters this gives 

basis to one of the most revolutionary discoveries of modern physics – Werner 

Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle (24). In his The Universe in a Nutshell Stephen 

Hawking paraphrases it as follows: “the more accurately one determined a particle’s 

position, the less accurately one could determine its speed and vice versa” (Hawking 

42).   

 

According to Schiller, complementarity, discovered by Niels Bohr, is linked to the 

uncertainty principle. Schiller explains it as follows: “certain pairs of observables of a 

system – such as position and momentum – have linked precision: if one of the pair is 

known to high precision, the other is necessarily known with low precision” (36). He 

also claims that Bohr broadened this idea to all sorts of other pairs of concepts, 
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including some philosophical ones, for example clarity and precision of explanations – 

both cannot be high at the same time (25).  

 

These discoveries, together with those made by Max Planck, Max Born, Louis de 

Broglie or Edward Schrödinger have finally destroyed our belief in the Cartesian, 

Newtonian world of classical mechanics where it was possible to measure and count 

everything and where faith in an objective cognition still existed, which had already 

been shattered by Albert Einstein’s theories of relativity. We were left with a 

considerably different world – a world where exact measurements are impossible and 

which disallows any absolute objective judgements. As Susan Strehle notes in her book 

Fiction in the Quantum Universe (1991), the general conception of the change in reality 

exceeded many other fields, e.g. psychology, philosophy or literary theory (14). These 

implications are not only theoretical but have affected laymen too. Naturally, artists 

have reflected the new paradigm in their work. Therefore, while a hundred years ago it 

was unthinkable to merge science, belonging purely to the realm of reason, with any 

form of art, in today’s perspective it is nothing unusual as no solid boundaries exist.  

 

2. Science Theatre 

 

In her book Science on Stage: From Doctor Faustus to Copenhagen (2006) and in 

several of her articles, Kirsten Shepherd-Barr from North Carolina State University 

describes a new theatre genre which she calls science theatre. Copenhagen is asserted to 

represent one of its peaks. Another scholar dealing theoretically with the genre is 

chemist Carl Djerassi from Stanford University, who is also the author of several 

science theatre plays. His main field of interest is nevertheless the didactic use of the 

plays, as is clear from his web page.2 

                                                 
2 It should be noted here that Djerassi in his article, published in American Theatre, heavily criticizes 
Shepherd-Barr’s study. He claims that only a very small number of the plays she lists as scientific in fact 
really meet the definition. He thus dismisses for example Brecht’s Life of Galileo, Dürrenmat’s Physicists 
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In the Czech Republic the matter has been addressed by Tomáš Kačer from Masaryk 

University, Brno in his diploma thesis Science on Stage: Scientific Issues in 

Contemporary Anglo-American Playwriting (2004), and later touched upon in his 

dissertation thesis New Messengers: Reportage in Late Twentieth Century British and 

American Mainstream Drama (2012). Kačer’s aim is to determine what constitutes the 

genre through the analysis of several plays. 

 

Generally, science plays are defined as plays somehow inspired by a scientific theory. 

Shepherd-Barr sees the beginnings of the genre already in Christopher Marlowe’s 

Doctor Faustus (1604) and Ben Johnson’s The Alchemist (1610). She then traces its 

elements in The Doctor’s Dilemma (1906) by George Bernard Shaw and later in Bertold 

Brecht’s Galileo (1943) and Friedrich Durrenmatt’s play The Physicists (1962) (Science 

15–37). In the Czech Republic we could possibly name Karel Čapek’s plays R.U.R. 

(1920) and Věc Makropulos (1922) as examples of plays with a scientific element. The 

genre probably also has a strong base in dystopian fiction, ranging from Mary Shelley’s 

Frankenstein (1818) to contemporary cautionary tales like Kazuo Ishiguro’s Never Let 

Me Go (2005). 

 

However, in the real science plays the scientific theory ceases to be a mere inspiration 

and becomes a core subject. As Kačer mentions in his thesis, it is very important for the 

audience to understand the theory in question, as the plays tend to be written in 

accordance with its principles, issues or methods (19). This is certainly true of 

Copenhagen. Even though its message can be understood without any awareness of the 

physics employed there, the knowledge of the concepts contributes to a much deeper 

appreciation of Frayn’s mastery. Djerassi even claims that “the play could not exist 

without the science” (103). 

 

                                                                                                                                               
or Stoppard’s Arcadia where the science is not prominent enough according to him. Copenhagen is 
nevertheless listed as a “quintessential” science play (96–103). 
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In his thesis Kačer attempts to divide science plays according to the mechanism their 

authors applied when they incorporated science in them. He identifies three categories – 

plays for which science serves only as a background and its presence is limited to only a 

few occasions, plays where science is an important part of the content, that is, a 

scientific problem is presented to the audience as part of the text of the play and is 

subject to some interpretation, and those where science is an influence – such plays are, 

according to Kačer, “an artistic interpretation of the scientific idea they are based upon.” 

As an example of the first type Kačer uses David Auburn’s play Proof (2000), dealing 

with proving a mathematics theory, and the content type is claimed to be represented by 

Arcadia (1993) by Tom Stoppard which employs mathematics as well as chaos theory. 

Copenhagen is then said to belong to the influence type (21). 

 

Using Copenhagen as a masterpiece example, Kirsten Shepherd-Barr stresses the 

importance of the interdependence of the form and the content of a scientific play. She 

also underlines the notion of performativity in Frayn’s work:  

The script does a lot of explaining of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and Bohr’s idea 

of complementarity through ingeniously applied anecdotes that illustrate the concepts. 

Watching the play, you actually experience these ideas through the performance. The 

text is constructed almost as a series of speech acts – characters say what they are doing, 

from simple physical action (‘I crunch over the familiar gravel … The heavy door 

swings open’) to the complex abstract idea, and in such a way that the words bring the 

actions and the concepts into being. As they discuss the physics, the three actors 

oscillate; they turn the science into stage like particles within an atom under the close 

scrutiny of the audience. Frayn demonstrates visually the textual illustrations going on 

simultaneously (Infinity 195). 

 In Shepherd-Barr’s eyes this performativity differentiates Copenhagen from other less 

elaborate scientific plays. It could also possibly contribute to Djerassi’s ideas on the 

didactic use of scientific plays. We should bear in mind though that part of it is only a 

creation of the director of the individual production, as there are no stage directions 
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included in the text. Bohr’s and Heisenberg’s discoveries also seem to be in a way 

integrated into the structure of the play as will be shown later.  

 

There are number of reasons why science has become an important inspiration for 

theatre. Firstly, apart from the change in our understanding of reality, it is the contact 

we have with science through the media, especially internet, which makes it a part of 

our everyday life. Science also often raises controversies, as scientific discoveries led to 

much evil in the past, peaking probably with the usage of the atomic bomb, and we are 

prone to feel a certain anxiety about new inventions and findings. Shepherd-Barr claims 

the audience might seek some illumination in science plays, since they often present 

complex matters in an understandable and approachable way, while the scientists 

themselves relish in descriptions incomprehensible to laymen (Science 48). 

Nevertheless, the general uneasiness about the power scientists have seems more 

plausible. This anxiety is nothing new – it is already present in Doctor Faustus and 

many fictional cautionary tales, be it Frankenstein (which has been subject to numerous 

dramatizations), Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World (1932), or some of Ray Bradbury’s 

or Isaac Asimov’s short stories.  

 

Another issue connected with this is the question of ethics and the philosophical 

implications of the discoveries, which is the core of many science plays. Shepherd-Barr 

again stresses the irreplaceable role of theatre here. She claims, citing the playwright 

Timberlake Wertenbaker that playwrights do not offer solutions but merely formulate 

questions in an interesting, dramatic way (Science 50). It is true that since the meaning 

of a play is created in the interaction between the audience and the actors performing 

the text, the impact of such questions can be greater and more immediate than if they 

were read in a novel.  

 

Shepherd-Barr also claims that scientists, especially real historical figures like Galieo 

Galilei, Robert Oppenheimer or Werner Heisenberg, are interesting both for playwrights 

and the audience because they represent genius minds, people who behave in 
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unconventional ways and simply think differently from the majority (Science 54). This 

can certainly be part of the appeal of science plays, although it is hardly exclusive to the 

genre – most plays and novels are written about characters who are somehow 

exceptional, but one aspect proves strong: Shepherd-Barr notices that the characters of 

scientists, and maybe even their real models, have a very distinct approach to problems 

– while most ordinary people feel discouraged or at least think negatively about them, 

scientists see problems as a driving force and accept them as a challenge, as food for 

thought and theoretical scrutiny (Science 55). This is very well portayed in Copenhagen 

too. The most important reason for the popularity of scientific themes could still be a 

very simple one: scientific discoveries provide very good metaphors for the issues 

playwrights want to convey.  

 

Evidence of the real, solid interconnection between science and theatre in the genre is 

the fact that it is not unusual for scientists to review these plays. For instance, 

Copenhagen has been reviewed by physicist Michael Berry, who praised it for an 

accurate explanation of quantum physics as well as for the depiction of the characters 

(735).  

 

Physics is by no means the only scientific field used in the genre of science theatre. 

Apart from the abovementioned Arcadia and Proof, Shepherd-Barr names for example 

Tom Timberlake Wertenbaker’s After Darwin (1998) inspired by the life of Darwin and 

his theories of species. In their article “The Real Mystery Theatre” Michael Flynn and 

Linda Rothstein mention An Immaculate Misconception by Carl Djerassi, which is a 

dramatisation of his book Menachem’s Seed (1997), dealing with the use of hi-tech 

treatments for fertility, launched in London at about the same time as Copenhagen. In 

his article “When is Science on Stage Really Science?” Djerassi underlines the 

importance of four more plays: Stephen Poliakoff’s Blinded by Sun (1996) about 

chemists, Maureen Hunter’s Transit of Venus (1992), dealing with historical astronomy, 

Vern Thiessen’s Einstein’s Gift (2003), a play about German chemist and Nobel Prize 
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laureate Fritz Haber, and the French play Les Palmes de M. Schutz (1989), inspired by 

the life and discoveries of Marie Curie and her husband Pierre (101). 

 

It should be probably noted here that the notion of the influence of science on literature 

is not unique to theatre. In her book Fiction in the Quantum Universe Susan Strehle 

deals with the impact that the new physical discoveries and theories of the first half of 

the 20th century had on fiction, analyzing for example Thomas Pyncheon’s Gravity’s 

Rainbow (1973), Robert Coovert’s The Public Burning (1977), or John Barth’s Letters  

(1979).  

 

3. Memory in Literature 

 

The workings of memory are one of the greatest mysteries of human life. They are 

subject to many different fields of research, from neurology, neurolingusistics and 

psychology to philosophy and literary criticism. The latter is going to be our concern 

now. One of the authors who have dealt with these issues is Suzanne Nalbantian, the 

author of the book Memory in Literature: From Rousseau to Neuroscience (2003). In 

this interdisciplinary study she uses literature as “a laboratory for the workings of the 

mind” (2) and gives an overview of different neuroscientific approaches to memory 

from the 19th to the early 20th century and examples of their manifestations in the 

English, American and French literature of the period. Another book which uses a 

similar method, Outward Evil Inward Battle. Human Memory in Literature, (2013) 

edited by Bill F. Ndi, Benjamin Hart Fishkin and Festus Fru Ndeh concentrates on the 

Afro-American experience and its reflection in African-American writing over time. 

 

Until the 18th century novels such as Daniel Defoe’s Journal of the Plague Year (1722), 

Moll Flanders (1722) or Robinson Crusoe (1719), or Samuel Richardson’s Clarissa 

(1748) were presented and understood as objective records of memories of the 

characters, very often in the form of a diary or a written chronological narrative of 
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events.3 As David Lowenthal notes in his book The Past is a Foreign Country (1985) 

this changed in the late 18th century when people had become aware of the fact our 

character develops thanks to our memory (Lowenthal 199).4 For the romantic poets, 

especially Wordsworth, memory was deeply connected with emotions and the places 

where the emotions had been evoked. A key feature of their poems is something 

Lowental calls reverie – it is a memory of emotion of such great intensity that it enables 

them to re-live the moment in the past again (202). Nalbantian uses Wordsworth’s poem 

“Tintern Abbey” as an example. The poem was written on his second visit to Tittern 

Abbey, Southwest England, where visiting the same place aroused identical emotions in 

the poet to those of five years ago from his first visit (35). The late 19th and the 

beginning of the 18th century were marked by the emergence of psychoanalysis, which 

heavily influenced literary modernism. The two main features of this literary movement, 

directly connected to memory, are subjective perception of time and stream of 

consciousness narrative technique. The latter is based on associations: a detail in a 

present situation transports the mind of the character back to some past event of his or 

her life, as for example in Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Daloway (1925) a squeak of hinges of 

the doors that are being dismantled evokes very vivid memories of the time Clarissa had 

spent in Bourton as a girl of eighteen. Subjective perception of time can be related to 

Lowenthal’s notion of our seeking to link our personal past with the collective memory 

and public history (196). An emblematic scene can be found in James Joyce’s Portrait 

of an Artist as a Young Man (1916), where the character remembers the death of Irish 

nationalist Parnell. An interesting perspective of memory is offered in dystopias, as 

Lowenthal indirectly suggests, when he points out the fact that our memories can be 

changed in order to manipulate us, using George Orwell’s 1984 (1949), where The 

Party changed their past in order to control the people, as an illustration (190). A similar 

notion can be found for example in Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World (1932). Finally, 

in the postmodern era, there is a general tendency to stress the unreliability of memory, 

the importance of subjective experience and authors even often use the theme of 

                                                 
3 Even though there already existed some experiments, for example Lawrence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy 
or Henry Fielding’s The History of Tom Jones, the Foundling. 
4 He notes the change is visible in period autobiographies. 
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memory for shocking purposes or to play with the reader, as in Kazuo Ishiguro’s 

Remains of the Day (1989), Ian McEwan’s Atonement (2001), Julian Barnes’s Talking it 

Over (1991) or Sense of an Ending (2011),  Will Self’s Dorian, an Imitation (2002), 

Graham Swift’s Tomorrow (2007) or Anne Enright’s The Gathering (2007).  

 

Theatre, which is one of the oldest literary genres, has perhaps an even stronger 

connection to memory. In his book Memory in Play (2008) Attilio Favorini writes: 

“from rehearsals, to memory plays, to theatrical memorabilia to theatres themselves (…) 

theatre can be fully contextualized as an activity of remembering” (3). He traces the 

theme back to ancient Greece to Sophocles’ Oedipius Rex (429 BC) and Euripides’ The 

Bacchae (405 BC) and to the philosophical writing of Plato and Aristotle. In the Middle 

Ages plays about saints and Corpus Christi plays can be considered as connected to the 

theme of memory. In the Renaissance period Shakespeare’s Hamlet (1602) could be 

seen as a representative. Favorini also stresses the importance of psychoanalysis and 

Freud’s discoveries for the genre and claims that Henrik Ibsen’s When We Dead 

Awaken (1899) or August Strinberg’s Burned House (1907) drew on Freud’s ideas on 

how suppressed memories can cause neurotic behaviour and how “neurotics construct 

false memories to screen a traumatic event” (6). The breaking point seems to come in 

1944 with Tennessee Williams’ play The Glass Menagerie, which the author himself 

called a “memory play” and which explores the individual nature of remembering. In 

her book Memory-Theater and Postmodern Drama (1999) Jeanette R. Malkin writes 

that the play is narrated in flashbacks and Tom, the main character, tries to get rid of the 

guilt which he feels at leaving his mother and sister by “reinvestigating his actions”. She 

also mentions Arthur Miller’s Death of the Salesman (1949) as another representative 

(20–21). As Favorini notes, a number of playwrights in the late 20th century followed 

Williams in tackling paradoxes of our memory, such as the fact that we control our 

memories and are at the same time controlled by them or that even though our 

memories are fully individual, they are greatly influenced by other people. He lists for 

instance Samuel Becket’s Waiting for Godot (1953), Harold Pinter’s Landscape (1968), 
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Silence (1969) and Old Times (1971) or Sam Shepherd’s A Lie of the Mind (1985) as 

examples (3–11). 

 

Copenhagen seems to be closer to the sophisticated postmodern play with memory 

exercised in the novels. This postmodern approach to memory could have one of its 

roots in something which has been mentioned earlier – the fundamental change of our 

perception of reality and the world we live in, triggered by the scientific discoveries of 

the 20th century, most notably Einstein’s theory of relativity and the emergence of 

quantum physics.  
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II. PRACTICAL PART 

 

1. The Play as a Scientific Experiment  

 

As most sources claim (Shepherd-Barr, Berry, Velásquez), the play is structured as to 

mimic a scientific experiment. This notion was reinforced in Blackmore’s staging of the 

play, as Shepherd-Barr shows in her book Science on Stage, citing the director himself: 

“There are a number of walks that the characters take in the play.  Of course there is 

only a certain distance you can travel on stage unless the motion is circular. But if it is a 

circle, you can go on a walk forever. I felt that if we had the actors moving rather like 

particles within an atom, there would be times when this could be  instructive and other 

times when as a metaphor it might be quite interesting”(Science 105). Furthermore, 

Blackmore let some members of the audience sit on stage, perhaps to observe “the 

experiment”. However, at the same time they were being observed by the rest of the 

audience, as Shepherd-Barr mentions in her article “From Copenhagen to Infinity and 

Beyond” (196).  She adds to this that the choice of the medium of theatre was not 

accidental either, because the very nature of a theatre performance is in a way 

experimental – the stage imposes some physical and financial limits on the artists, 

which means the audience have to employ their imagination. A performance is therefore 

a result of the interaction between the artists and the audience, an event with an 

uncertain outcome (Science 94, 104).  

 

Apart from that, the play seems to be written as a series of drafts of a scientific theory, 

each draft being an explanation of Heisenberg’s intentions of his mysterious visit in 

Copenhagen. The most elaborated description of this was offered by Eduardo Velásquez 

in his article “Quantum Physics Meets Quantum Ethics: Knowledge, Ignorance and 

Socratic Wisdom in Michael Frayn’s Copenhagen”. Velásquez, who is dealing mainly 

with the moral issues, claims that the play can be divided into three drafts. As the first 
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he offers “Making Sense”, which shows Bohr as a fatherly figure and Heisenberg as his 

brilliant but impatient student and colleague, then “It is Personal”, which presents 

Margrethe’s perspective of events and finally “The Impartial Spectator”, which 

proposes a Christian interpretation of the play. His division seems to be based on 

Heisenberg’s recurrent lines “I crunch over the familiar gravel..” which he considers as 

marking the beginning of the individual drafts (149–155). 

 

Velásquez does not take into account something that seems to be crucial for the 

interpretation of the play – the fact that all the characters are dead and that all the 

dialogues are actually only recollections of the events. In this view we can see the 

introductory part as a first draft – the characters set the experiment with Margrethe’s 

initial question “But why? Why did he come to Copenhagen?”(Frayn 3) and then test 

different hypotheses. This also means the drafts could go on forever, as some critics 

proposed. Nevertheless, the last draft seems to offer a certain conclusion, as will be 

shown in the chapter dealing with the interpretation of the personae. We can therefore 

attempt to divide the play into four drafts, according to how our understanding of the 

characters changes. This idea can be supported by the fact that even though the lines “I 

crunch over the familiar gravel” repeat three times in the play, Bohr says at the 

beginning of what can be considered a second draft: 

 

Bohr: Very well. Let's start all over again from the beginning. No Gestapo in the 

shadows this time. No British intelligence officer. No one watching us at all. (Frayn 38) 

 

Furthermore, there is the recurrent theme of Bohrs’ lost children present in all four 

drafts. This, apart from helping to hold the structure of the play together, functions as a 

parallel to Heisenberg’s dilemma. The tone of the play also always seems to change 

when this theme emerges.  

 

Each draft illuminates a different aspect of the situation, a different dilemma. As Berry 

points out “as each dilemma gets focused on, another recedes, vague, into a mist” (735). 
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This goes in line with Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. Similarly, as we are presented 

with one aspect each time, we have to choose a focus – just as an electron has both 

wave and particle character, but for a certain experiment we have to consider it either as 

one or the other because we are never able to observe both its characteristics at the same 

time, as Bohr’s complementarity tells us. In connection with this Shepherd-Barr 

introduces the notion of performativity in Copenhagen. She claims that the play is 

“performative in the classic Austinian sense that it does the thing it talks about” 

(Science 36). She sees the dialogue of Copenhagen as a “one long speech act that 

performs the uncertainty principle.” As she explains: “through their corresponding 

movement and speech acts the actors demonstrate that exact measurement of position 

and momentum is not possible, because the observer affects the act of measurement. 

The dialogue does not merely reflect the principle; it makes it happen with the audience 

participating in that act of creation” (Science 36). 

Apart from that, Shepherd-Barr draws attention to how cleverly Frayn managed to build 

the explanation of the physical concepts in the structure of the play in the form of 

individual anecdotes. The first elucidation of the uncertainty principle is embedded in 

the memories of how the physicists were skiing. Another example comes in the 

anecdote of the “papal progress”, where Bohr remembers travelling across Germany, 

meeting different physicists who ask him about his opinion on Goudsmit and 

Uhlebeck’s discovery of the electron spin. The best explanation comes in the third draft 

when Heisenbergs recalls how he discovered the principle. Frayn is remarkable for 

managing to convey such a complex matter without using any vocabulary 

incomprehensive to laymen. Shepherd-Barr underlines that the playwright does not 

lecture his audience, but by bringing allusions to the previous illustrations reinforces our 

understanding of the concept (Science 99).  

 

Considering all this we can see that physics is incorporated into the various layers of the 

structure of the play. The most important aspect – its connection to memory – is the 

subject of the next chapter.  
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2. The Quantum Character of Memory 

 

Memory has a key role in the text. Lowenthal claims that everything that we are, all our 

present awareness is grounded on our past perceptions and acts. Our identity is in fact 

created by our past (185, 197). Significantly, all the characters in Copenhagen are dead. 

What remains of them are solely their memories. Physically they cannot do anything in 

this world. Yet their recollections of past events and their continual reinterpreting 

change their whole reality and perhaps even the history of humankind of the fictional 

world. Also their identities, their perceptions of themselves and the others change. 

 

Human thinking and memory are very unstable and we could perhaps even claim they 

have a certain quantum quality. Everyone constructs his own world, in which different 

things are prominent, and his own reality always depends on his thinking. When looking 

at some situation each of us chooses different aspects to take into account – and 

therefore also to remember, as Benjamin Fishkin explains in his introduction to the 

book Outward Evil Inward Battle, which he co-edited, citing Patricia Hampl (viii).5 We 

also each assign these aspects a different importance. This also means certain aspects 

remain hidden from us, which corresponds with Bohr’s notion of complementarity. An 

example of this can be found in the text, as the drafts represent different pictures of the 

same reality. For instance, in the first draft the physicists recall Heisenberg’s 

competitiveness and have a quite light-hearted discussion about it. In draft three we then 

learn that there was a great deal of rivalry between him and the other physicists and 

Margrethe even speculates about Heisenberg’s jealousy and self importance being the 

main reason for his working on the German nuclear programme, which would probably 

never occur to Bohr and Heisenberg. 

 

Furthermore, we can never rely on our memory because we can never fully recall what 

we were doing and thinking. A confirmation of this can be found in Nalbantian who 

                                                 
5 citing Patrcia Hampl’s book I Could Tell You Stories. 
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mentions findings of American psychologist Daniel Schacter and his notion of source 

memory. This he defines as “the ability to recall when and where the event transpired” 

and claims it can be very easily distorted. He even suggests that such a distortion of 

source memory can lead to what he calls “confabulation” or false recollection of events 

that did not in fact take place (137). 

A depiction of this can be found in Act one, in the first draft: 

 

Margrethe: You couldn't even agree where you'd walked that night. 

Heisenberg: Where we walked? Faelled Park, of course. Where we went so often in the 

old days. 

Margrethe: But Faelled Park is behind the Institute, eight or nine kilometres away from 

where we live! 

Heisenberg: I can see the drift of autumn leaves under the street-lamps next to the 

bandstand. 

Bohr: Yes, because you remember it as October! 

Margrethe: And it was September. 

Bohr: No fallen leaves! 

Margrethe: And it was 1941. No street-lamps! 

Bohr: I thought we hadn't got any further than my study. What I can see is the drift of 

papers under the reading-lamp on my desk. 

Heisenberg: We must have been outside! What I was going to say was treasonable. If 

I'd been overheard I'd have been executed. (Frayn 35–36) 

 

To complicate the matter even further, the uncertainty principle seems to be in operation 

here too: we can never touch a memory without influencing it. Firstly, as we have a 

certain constructed reality in our heads, we recall things so that they fall into this frame. 

Secondly, when remembering things, we are always influenced by the situation in 

which the recalling is taking place. Fishkin confirms this in his notion of social 

memory, which he borrows from Maurice Halbwachs (10). A similar notion can also be 

found in Nalbantian who cites Schacter: “New memories are inevitably influenced by 
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old memories, which opens the door to distortion as a relatively common occurrence 

(138–139). This is even more common when other people are involved. Lowenthal 

writes that “we need other people’s memories both to confirm our own and to give them 

endurance” (195). There is a nice model of how this works and how we are shaping our 

memory around what other people want us to remember in the play in the scene when 

Margrethe suggests that Heisenberg came to Copenhagen to obtain absolution from 

Bohr: 

 

Heisenberg: Absolution? No! 

Margrethe: According to your colleague Jensen. 

Heisenberg: Absolution is the last thing I want! 

Margrethe: You told one historian that Jensen had expressed it perfectly. 

Heisenberg: Did I? Absolution... Is that what I've come for? It's like trying to remember 

who was at that lunch you gave me at the Institute. Around the table sit all the different 

explanations for everything I did. I turn to look... Petersen, Rozental, and ... yes ... now 

the word absolution is taking its place among them all… (Frayn 39) 

 

This works on a larger scale too. In the play one phenomenon brings a certain situation 

to light and, at the same time, changes the whole reality, or more precisely, it changes 

how we perceive it. This can be well shown on the way our apprehension of the 

characters and especially their morality and intentions develop throughout the reading 

or watching, which is the content of the following chapter. 

 

The recurrent memories of Christian’s accident and Harald dying in the hospital ward, 

apart from the analogy to Heisenberg’s dilemma and their significance to the structure 

of the play, demonstrate how, when remembering something, we are unable to separate 

the single event from other events in our life and our emotions. The mood of the play or 

the attitude of the characters usually changes when the lost sons are remembered. 

Probably the best example can be found in the first draft when Bohr, who at first 
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rejected going for a walk with Heisenberg, changes his mind and consents with the 

stroll. 

 

In his Motion Mountain Schiller explains that “in a quantum world, motion backward in 

time is possible over microscopic times and distances” (Schiller 26). This applies to 

Copenhagen too. It is connected with the fact that the entire play is composed of 

recollections of the characters’ past. Memory has a fluid quality, which enables us to re-

experience and re-think past events as if they were happening in the present. Frayn 

comments on it at the beginning of act one: 

 

Heisenberg: September, 1941. For years I had it down in my memory as October. 

Margrethe: September. The end of September. 

Bohr: A curious sort of diary memory is. 

Heisenberg: You open the pages, and all the neat headings and tidy jottings dissolve 

around you. 

Bohr: You step through the pages into the months and days themselves. 

Margrethe: The past becomes the present inside your head. (Frayn 6) 

 

After this line of Margrethe’s the characters switch from the past to the present tense in 

their speech, as if the action was happening at the time of speaking. Almost the whole 

first draft is spoken in the present tense and there are only a few moments when we are 

aware of the actual time level of the play. One of them is Margrethe’s comment of 

Heisenberg’s arrival to the Bohrs’ house and their meeting: 

 

Margrethe: And of course as soon as they catch sight of each other all their caution 

disappears. The old flames leap up from the ashes. If we can just negotiate all the 

treacherous little opening civilities. (Frayn 13) 

 

The last line is important, because here Margrethe clearly comments on the situation 

with full knowledge of what is going to happen next. Significantly, the portion of 
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discussions in “real time” is greater in the other drafts and we are much more aware of 

the fact that the characters only discuss their reminiscences. This also means they have a 

certain distance from them and it even seems they are putting them under theoretical 

scrutiny like some physical problem. This notion is reinforced by Margrethe’s 

proclaimed role of an observer (in the second draft, Bohr and Heisenberg decide to 

“make the whole thing clear to Margrethe” (Frayn 38), in the third draft Margrethe 

claims: 

Margrethe: I'm watching every step. (Frayn 56)) 

and especially by the fact that the play is structured as a physical experiment, as was 

mentioned earlier.  

 

We can see uncertainty implied here once again – the more they concentrate on the 

problem, the less clear it becomes. As Lowental writes, citing Donald Spence: “Each 

occasion of remembering alters memories again. Recitation likewise changes them, for 

“the very act of talking about the past tends to crystallize it in a specific but somewhat 

arbitrary language”. Once related as a story, the original memory can never be 

experienced as a vague Wordsworthian reverie (207). Could it be possible that the first 

draft consists more or less of a kind of the characters’ reveries, while the following 

drafts are more of a retelling of these reveries? It would explain the vividness and the 

immediacy of the conversations in the first draft. Furthermore, as reveries are by 

definition charged with affections, it would be in line with the fact that in the other 

drafts the characters switch into the present tense at the moments when they remember 

something that stirs their emotions, as for example when Heisenberg recalls his feelings 

at the moment when he was thinking about the decision he had to take: 

 

Heisenberg: Bohr, I have to know! I'm the one who has to decide! If the Allies are 

building a bomb, what am I choosing for my country? (Frayn 42) 

 

In line with this, the mysterious exchange between the two physicists in the first draft is 

not presented like a reverie in the text, only narrated and talked about. There is even a 
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direct reminder that the characters are discussing the events from their present, 

distanced point of view:  

 

Margrethe: What did Heisenberg tell Niels – what did Niels reply? The person who 

wanted to know most of all was Heisenberg himself. 

Bohr: You mean when he came back to Copenhagen after the war, in 1947? (Frayn 35) 

 

This remoteness necessarily means their account cannot be exact. 

 

The fourth draft differs from the other three in that it is the most theoretical one – unlike 

in the previous drafts, the characters are finally aware of the process of remembering 

and they are able to draw some conclusion from it, to settle on the fact that they will 

never be able to determine what exactly happened and can only contemplate the effects. 

As Lowenthal mentions in his book, “[t]o name or to think of things past seems to imply 

their existence, but they do not exist; we have only present evidence for the past 

circumstances” (187). It can be likened to what we observe of the behaviour of electrons 

in the cloud chamber. As Heisenberg explains in the third draft: 

 

Heisenberg: And that's what we see in the cloud chamber. Not a continuous track but a 

series of glimpses – a series of collisions between the passing electron and various 

atoms of water vapour. (…) Because what we see in the cloud chamber are not even the 

collisions themselves, but the water-droplets that condense around them, as big as cities 

around a traveller – no, vastly bigger still, relatively – complete countries – Germany... 

Holland... Germany again. There is no track, there are no precise addresses; only a 

vague list of countries visited. (Frayn 66–67) 

 

The characters finally become aware of the quantum nature of memory, we witness 

them detached from the problem, using their capacities to create a theoretical model of a 

reality they know they cannot perceive. Lowenthal notes, citing Paul Brockelman: 

“Many events we think we recall from our own experience were in fact told to us and 
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then became an indistinguishable part of our memory. “Very often.. when I recall an 

event from my own past, I “see myself”, which I obviously didn’t do in the past; for 

example, I “see myself” getting out of bad – a scene probably recounted by my mother” 

(195). Similarly, the characters “see themselves” and reflect on it: 

 

Heisenberg:  (...) I can feel a third smile in the room, very close to me. Could it be the 

one I suddenly see for a moment in the mirror there? And is the awkward stranger 

wearing it in any way connected with this presence that I can feel in the room? This all-

enveloping, unobserved presence? 

(…) 

Margrethe: I watch the two smiles in the room, one awkward and ingratiating, the 

other rapidly fading from incautious warmth to bare politeness. There's also a third 

smile in the room, I know, unchangingly courteous, I hope, and unchangingly guarded. 

(…) 

Bohr: I glance at Margrethe, and for a moment I see what she can see and I can't –

myself, and the smile vanishing from my face as poor Heisenberg blunders on. 

(…) 

Heisenberg: I look at the two of them looking at me, and for a moment I see the third 

person in the room as clearly as I see them. Their importunate guest, stumbling from 

one crass and unwelcome thoughtfulness to the next. (Frayn 87) 

 

Frayn also seems to be playing with the notion of the double slit experiment in his 

understanding of memory. In the scene where Bohr and Heisenberg cannot agree about 

whether Bohr shot Gamov or Casimir with a cap pistol, the physicists arrive at a 

compromise: 

 

Bohr: Yes, well, one of the two. 

Heisenberg: Both of them simultaneously alive and dead in our memories. (Frayn 28) 
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It is not a coincidence that this scene takes place immediately after the first explanation 

of the uncertainty principle.  

 

The harder the personae try to remember the precise course of events and their exact 

emotions, the more blurred the picture is. They even arrive at a point when they are 

unable to determine which language Bohr and Heisenberg used to speak to each other. 

The quantum nature of memory also means their intentions remain hidden from them – 

as they do from everyone. Frayn repeatedly uses the ambiguous symbol of Elsinore in 

the play to express this. In the first sense the actual castle, Bohr and Heisenbergs’ 

favourite destination for their hiking trips, is meant. However, as Heisenberg himself 

says in the play, “the whole appearance of Elsinore is changed by our knowing that 

Hamlet had lived there” and “every dark corner there reminds us of the darkness inside 

the human soul” (Frayn 30). This “darkness inside the human soul” represents the 

unreachable, unnameable affections that move us toward actions which we are never 

able to wholly explain afterwards. They are, like the electrons in the cloud chamber, 

hidden from our view and we can only observe their effects – the impact they have on 

our lives. 

   

3. The Characters 

 

The fact that the characters are dead and most of their dialogue consists of 

reminiscences is of great importance for our interpretation of the way they are 

portrayed. It has been shown earlier that memory has a certain quantum quality. So, as 

we move in the realm of memory, the principles of quantum physics such as uncertainty 

and complementarity apply, contributing to our judgement of the personae. Each draft 

introduces a different perspective, a different dilemma the characters have to face. It is 

interesting that in the introductory part, before the drafts themselves begin, Heisenberg 

shows faith in the stability and safety of memory:  
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Heisenberg: (…) Now we're all dead and gone. Now no one can be hurt, now no one 

can be betrayed..” (Frayn 4) 

 

In the context of the play this seems to be a fairly naïve statement, as the characters are 

constantly being betrayed by their own memories, which they become fully aware of 

only much later. 

 

The division into the four drafts proposed earlier is in accordance with the way our 

perception of the characters changes. The main focus is of course on Heisenberg whose 

intentions are being questioned, but our understanding of Bohr shifts considerably too. 

The character of Margrethe has a distinct function, especially in the first two drafts: 

apart from engaging in the remembering, she functions as an observer and comments on 

the situation. In accordance with that, in his review of the play Michael Berry even 

suggests that she functions as a chorus (735). Another possible point of view could be 

that she represents a public opinion on the two physicists (at least in the first two drafts), 

especially in the situations when she pushes the conversation toward the German 

nuclear programme.  

 

It comes as no surprise then that it is Margrethe who opens the play and the whole 

process of collective remembering with her question: 

 

Margrethe: But why? (…) Why did he come to Copenhagen? (Frayn 3) 

 

The point of departure is set: Bohr is described by Heisenberg as the father of modern 

atomic physics, Heisenberg is introduced as his brilliant student and colleague. Their 

relationship is remembered as that of father and son. However, while Bohr’s memories 

are clearly warm, Margrethe is apparently more cautious:  

 

Margrethe: I never entirely liked him, you know. Perhaps I can say that to you now. 
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Bohr: Yes, you did. When he was first here in the twenties? Of course you did. On the 

beach at Tisvilde with us and the boys? He was one of the family. 

Margarethe: Something alien about him, even then.. (Frayn 4) 

 

3.1. Draft 1 

We enter the situation before Heisenberg’s arrival in 1941, when Bohr and Margrethe 

discuss whether to invite him to their house. The Bohrs represent two distinct 

perspectives of the young physicist. Margrethe sees him as an enemy, a member of the 

nation that occupied their country, while Bohr remains fatherly. Even when he is 

reporting to his wife about Heisenberg’s visit in the Institute for Theoretical Physics, 

claiming the German made “a very bad impression”, he immediately smoothes this 

information down by adding that Heisenberg had been watched by the Gestapo. 

Margrethe opposes Heisenberg’s visit by claiming that inviting a German into their 

home might seem as collaboration to their fellow Danes. Bohr replies to this 

that:“Inviting an old friend to dinner is hardly collaborating” (Frayn 9). It is also 

Margrethe who expresses the suspicion that Heisenberg might be working on a nuclear 

bomb, while Bohr does not seem to accept such an idea: 

Margrethe: But if the Germans were developing some kind of weapon based on nuclear 

fission... 

Bohr: My love, no one is going to develop a weapon based on nuclear fission. 

Margrethe: But if the Germans were trying to, Heisenberg would be involved. (Frayn 

11) 

When the two physicists meet face to face, Bohr’s attitude towards Heisenberg changes 

remarkably, as he chooses to be rather reserved and talks to his former colleague more 

as a member of an occupied nation to a usurper than as to an old friend. This time it is 

Heisenberg who is desperately trying to keep the personal level of communication. 
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After a few clumsy questions about sailing and a little unthoughtful invitation to skiing 

in Germany, he wins a rather sarcastic and cruel remark: 

Bohr: Perhaps Margrethe would be kind enough to sew a yellow star on my ski-jacket. 

(Frayn 16) 

Most of the time Margrethe acts as an observer, but when she occasionally enters the 

conversation, she behaves coldly, putting emphasis of the political dimension of the 

meeting:  

 

Bohr: Difficult? What can I say? We've not so far been treated to the gross abuses that 

have occurred elsewhere. The race laws have not been enforced. 

Margrethe: Yet. (Frayn 14) 

 

Nevertheless, when we enter her mind when she makes comments, she seems much 

more sympathetic: 

Margrethe: Silence again. Those first brief sparks have disappeared, and the ashes 

have become very cold indeed. So now of course I'm starting to feel almost sorry for 

him. Sitting here all on his own in the midst of people who hate him, all on his own 

against the two of us. He looks younger again, like the boy who first came here in 1924. 

Younger than Christian would have been now. Shy and arrogant and anxious to be 

loved. Homesick and pleased to be away from home at last. And, yes, it's sad, because 

Niels loved him, he was a father to him. (Frayn 16) 

This is the first time the Bohrs’ lost son is mentioned in the play. Christian’s accident 

makes a certain parallel to Heisenberg’s dilemma, as we will see later. It is possible that 

Margrethe’s compassion arises from the memory of her lost child. 

Heisenberg comes out of this scene as a political enemy and, at the same time, as a child 

that had gone astray, and Bohr and Margrethe see him both ways. There is in fact 

complementarity in action: we have to choose one aspect and stick to it for a certain 
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experiment, but this does not mean the other does not exist. Human emotions are 

similarly complex: even though Bohr chooses to be friendly and invites Heisenberg to 

their house, he cannot omit the notion that Heisenberg is also an enemy. It is also 

possible, as the characters’ memories are influenced by their knowledge of what is 

going to happen next, that Bohr’s coldness at the meeting is in fact caused by their fall 

out which is yet to come later in the play. The shifting between these two points of view 

is visible throughout the following scene as well. 

When the physicists start discussing their work, the conversation seems to be quite 

suggestive – there are various hints that Heisenberg is building a bomb for Hitler. 

Firstly, Heisenberg mentions he feels envious about the Danish cyclotron, but when 

Margrethe asks him if he is working on fission, he tries to steer the conversation away, 

asking about Bohrs’ country place. Next, Bohr is wondering why he has not seen any 

paper by Heisenberg recently and he is given a very vague response: 

Bohr: Not like you. Too much teaching? 

Heisenberg: I'm not teaching. Not at the moment. 

Bohr: My dear Heisenberg - they haven't pushed you out of your chair at Leipzig? 

That's not what you've come to tell us? 

Heisenberg: No, I'm still at Leipzig. For part of each week. 

Bohr: And for the rest of the week? 

Heisenberg: Elsewhere. The problem is more work, not less. 

Bohr: I see. Do I? (Frayn 18) 

This last line of Bohr’s could be interpreted as that he is actually giving Heisenberg a 

chance to deny his working on the German nuclear programme. Yet Heisenberg 

changes the topic again. He asks if Bohr has had any contact with the physicists in 

Europe or America.  Bohr’s reaction is very annoyed – as if he assumed Heisenberg is 

spying on him, employing a political point of view once again. Similarly, only a few 

lines later, when Heisenberg is trying to indirectly suggest that it would help Bohr in his 
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position as a half Jew if he maintained some contact with the German Embassy, it 

triggers a very angry response: 

Bohr: Is this why you've come to Copenhagen? To invite me to watch the deportation of 

my fellow-Danes from a grandstand seat in the windows of the German Embassy? 

(Frayn 20) 

Bohr even refuses to go for a stroll. As we learn later in the play, strolls were essential 

for their friendship. Bohr was able to set out for a two week trip even when his son was 

only one week old. Refusing to go for a walk therefore means setting an impenetrable 

borderline between the present wartime and “the old days” (Frayn 21).  

It is only at this moment when Heisenberg adopts a political point of view too and 

reminds Bohr about his generosity when dealing with the Germans after the end of the 

First World War. The memories of his first meeting with young Heisenberg melt down 

Bohr’s cautiousness and what follows is a stream of memories of the happy days in the 

1920’s. Both physicists get on a personal level of discourse and can talk freely. Bohr 

even mocks himself: 

Bohr: Beautiful summer's day. The scent of roses drifting in from the gardens. Rows of 

eminent physicists and mathematicians, all nodding approval of my benevolence and 

wisdom. Suddenly, up jumps a cheeky young pup and tells me that my mathematics are 

wrong. (Frayn 22) 

We can see that even their very first meeting in fact began with a conflict – this will be 

relevant later for the analysis of the third draft. Significantly, they do not mention 

anything political afterwards. Again we have complementarity in action: they have to 

forget about politics to be able to enter the personal, friendly sphere – a sphere occupied 

by memories of the happy past. The following exchange is probably the most light-

hearted and amusing part of the whole text. Yet the humour is based on a conflict – a 

row about who of the two physicists used to be more combative. There is apparently a 
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great deal of nostalgia in Bohr’s and Heisenberg’s reminiscences about the 1920’s. 

They are very likely remembering it from the position of father and son.  

As the conversation moves to skiing and especially to the first explanation of the 

uncertainty principle, another polarity becomes visible – a thoughtful, deliberate teacher 

talking to a rather hasty student.  

Bohr:  Not so fast, Heisenberg. 

Heisenberg: The swerve itself was the decision. 

Bohr:  Not so fast, not so fast! (Frayn 26) 

The clearest confirmation of the personal, friendly level of contact comes when Bohr 

accepts the earlier offer of a stroll:  

Bohr: Well.. perhaps we should be warm enough. You suggested a stroll. (Frayn 30) 

The suggestion comes directly after the reminiscence of the accident in which Christian, 

Bohrs’ eldest son, died. This incident is important. The tragedy happened in front of 

Bohr’s eyes and he evidently has huge remorse, a feeling that it might have been his 

own fault: 

Bohr: If I hadn't let him take the helm.. (Frayn 30) 

The painfulness of the memories is not diminished by the fact that Bohr and Margethe 

are dead themselves. It seems that remembering the loss of the son makes Bohr change 

his mind about the stroll (earlier in the play, when they discuss the possibility of 

Heisenberg’s visit with Margrethe, he claims that whatever Heisenberg has to say, “he 

can say it where everyone can hear it” (Frayn 10) – meaning even the Gestapo’s 

microphones in their house). It is as if Bohr suddenly realized that by behaving coldly 

and refusing the stroll he might lose yet another son.  

We are at first given only Margrethe’s account of the following events. She was not 

present at the moment of the collision, she only observed the effects when the physicists 
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stormed back after only ten minutes, both upset and angry. Bohr’s reaction to the row is 

that of a physicist and a teacher: 

Bohr: He's not right, though. How can he be right? John Wheeler and I (…) went 

through the whole thing in 1939. (Frayn 32) 

Another possible interpretation of these lines, followed by an explanation of a chain 

reaction, could be that Bohr is not willing to accept the fact that the Germans could 

build a bomb and his former student and friend, whom he treated as a son, might 

participate in it. The memories of the shock he had felt probably dominated the 

following exchange about what Heisenberg had exactly said to him. Bohr even admits 

that he does not recall the exact words (Frayn 36). 

 

Considering all that was said, Bohr comes out of the first draft as a kind, generous, 

fatherly figure, a teacher who accepted an old student and friend even though it could 

mean problems for his family, refusing to believe Heisenberg would work on nuclear 

weapons for Hitler and being all the more shocked when he realized the truth. 

Heisenberg is then pictured as a child that had gone astray, a brilliant student who 

misused his powers, using his intelligence to work on a bomb for Hitler, destroying the 

previous friendship with Bohr on the way and putting his former colleague and friend 

into  possible danger.  

3.2. Draft 2 

Neither Velásques and presumably nor Shepherd-Barr6 consider the following part a 

separate draft. Velásques even seems to omit this part from his interpretation altogether. 

However, for reasons given earlier and especially because of the very distinct light it 

sheds on the characters, it can be interpreted as constituting a draft.  

                                                 
6 Shepherd-Barr does not explicitly deal with the analysis of the individual drafts, but she claims the play 
is divided into three drafts (Science 91). 
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While in the first draft Heisenberg’s intentions were discussed and suggested only by 

Margrethe and Bohr, in the second draft Heisenberg gets space to speak for himself. He 

remembers different aspects of his complicated situation. Again there is 

complementarity in process: he recalls the situation both as a German citizen who loves 

his country and is aware of the results the loss of the war would have on his homeland, 

and as someone capable of stopping the German nuclear programme, which would 

possibly lead to that loss. Bohr continues to see Heisenberg both as an enemy and as a 

friend and son, but the political point of view prevails and he concentrates on the 

controversies of Heisenberg’s position for the major part of the draft. He does not 

appear to take his younger colleague completely seriously at first, and when Heisenberg 

explains that he had actually chosen a lesser evil – that he was working on the German 

nuclear programme because he had been trying to remain in control of it, since if he had 

not, the person in charge would have been Kurt Diebner, Hitler’s supporter, Bohr seems 

to be even mocking him. 

Bohr: Very well. Here I am, walking very slowly and popishly. And I listen most 

carefully as you tell me.. (Frayn 40) 

Heisenberg then suggests that he would be the one to decide about the German nuclear 

programme, as the government would ask him if building the bomb in reasonable time 

is possible. By insinuating Bohr would be asked as well (which is highly improbable, as 

he is a member of an occupied nation, as his friend reminded him) Heisenberg is maybe 

trying to arise sympathy – he wants Bohr to understand the difficulty of the position he 

had been in. Bohr however seems to keep his distance and to maintain his political point 

of view. When he assumes Heisenberg wanted to find out if there was any Allied 

nuclear programme, Bohr gets angry and snaps at him. In reaction to that Heisenberg 

gives a speech in which he justifies his position as a German: 

Heisenberg: Bohr, I have to know! (…) If the Allies are building a bomb, what am I 

choosing for my country? You said it would be easy to imagine that one might have less 

love for one's country if it's small and defenceless. Yes, and it would be another easy 
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mistake to make, to think that one loved one's country less because it happened to be in 

the wrong. Germany is where I was born. Germany is where I became what I am. 

Germany is all the faces of my childhood (…) Germany is my wife. Germany is our 

children. I have to know what I'm deciding for them! Is it another defeat? Another 

nightmare like the nightmare I grew up with? (Frayn 42) 

He continues with an account of the horrors he went through as a child growing up in 

the time when Germany was losing the First World War. And he goes further, 

suggesting that if the Allies had constructed the bomb in time, it would have been 

dropped on Germany (referring to Oppenheimer’s statement that he regretted that they 

had not). To this Bohr replies, probably to smooth the implications of Heisenberg’s 

speech down, that “He (Oppenheimer) tormented himself afterwards.” (Frayn 43) 

We can hear an accusation in Heisenberg’s reply: 

Heisenberg:  Afterwards, yes. At least we tormented ourselves a little beforehand. Did a 

single one of them stop to think, even for one brief moment, about what they were 

doing?(…) Did you, when you escaped from Copenhagen two years later, and went to 

Los Alamos? (Frayn 43) 

Bohr’s political point of view seems to remains unchanged when he raises an objection 

that they had not been supplying the bomb to Hitler, to which Heisenberg answers: 

Heisenberg: You weren't dropping it on Hitler, either. You were dropping it on anyone 

who was in reach. On old men and women in the street, on mothers and their children. 

And if you'd produced it in time they would have been my fellow-countrymen. My wife. 

My children. That was the intention. Yes? (Frayn 43) 

Only then Bohr seems to realize the horror and the complexity of the situation, probably 

begins to see Heisenberg’s perspective for the first time, and is maybe even stricken 

with guilt. 
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Bohr: That was the intention. (Frayn 43) 

Yet when Heisenberg suggests they may have stopped the nuclear programmes 

together, Bohr gets angry again and Margrethe even more, so that she forgets about her 

previously agreed position of a watcher and joins the conversation by calling 

Heisenberg’s proposal “sheer gall” (Frayn 45).  Her political point of view becomes 

very visible once again: 

Margrethe: The Germans drive out most of their best physicists because they're Jews. 

America and Britain give them sanctuary. Now it turns out that this might offer the 

Allies a hope of salvation. And at once you come howling to Niels begging him to 

persuade them to give it up. (Frayn 45) 

It has been noted before that Margrethe might represent the general public opinion.  

General opinions are by definition simplified and tend to take only one side. 

Margrethe’s arguments – at least in the first two drafts – are like that. She keeps getting 

back to the notion of the German persecution of the Jews and to Hitler and sees 

Heisenberg and everything he says and does in that light.  

Heisenberg then expresses his shock when he had heard the news of Hiroshima bomb, 

the feeling that something that had so far been a kind of sinister, yet unimaginable game 

had become true. Margrethe does not seem to be utterly convinced his feelings are 

genuine – perfectly in line with the general opinion on the Germans she asks, rather 

venomously, if he was shocked because it had been done or because it had not been the 

Germans who had used the bomb. Similarly, it is also Margrethe who defends Bohr 

from Heisenberg’s accusation: 

Margrethe: You're not suggesting that Niels did anything wrong in working at Los 

Alamos? (…) The decision had been taken long before Niels arrived. The bomb would 

have been built whether Niels had gone or not. 
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and later: You're not implying that there's anything that Niels needs to explain or 

defend? (Frayn 47) 

We can sense a great deal of bitterness and maybe even a certain irony in Heisenberg’s 

answer7: 

Heisenberg: No one has ever expected him to explain or defend anything. He's a 

profoundly good man. (Frayn 47) 

To this Bohr says, probably to soften the insinuation, that he was “spared the decision” 

(Frayn 47). Heisenberg continues in these hurt lines: 

Heisenberg: Yes, and I was not. So explaining and defending myself was how I spent 

the last thirty years of my life. When I went to America in 1949 a lot of physicists 

wouldn't even shake my hand. Hands that had actually built the bomb wouldn't touch 

mine. (Frayn 47) 

The paradoxical nature of these lines seems to summarise Heisenberg’s bitter emotions 

and perhaps the sense of injustice he might have, coming out of the war losing twice, as 

we can understand from his following account of how he in fact stopped the German 

nuclear programme, when he had not told Albert Speer that the reactor, which they were 

working on, would produce plutonium. Complementarity emerges here once again, 

because while he attempts to defend himself from the accusations that he was trying to 

provide the Nazis with the bomb, Heisenberg speaks about it as a person who might feel 

personally responsible for the fact that his country had lost the war, as becomes even 

more apparent in the last draft: 

Heisenberg: Three days and three nights I travelled (…). Across my ruined homeland. 

Was this what I'd chosen for it? This endless rubble? This perpetual smoke in the sky? 

These hungry faces? Was this my doing? (Frayn 92) 

                                                 
7 The irony was very apparent in Marek Němec’s interpretation in the theatrical production of the play in 
Divadlo v Celetné, Prague.  
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This painful paradox does not seem to shake Margrethe’s conviction and she keeps 

expressing doubts about Heisenberg’s intentions to stop the German programme and 

questioning his real motives. Bohr seems to be moved much more. He finally 

understands Heisenberg’s situation and his feelings, when he realizes the difficulty and 

complexity of the decision the younger physicist had to make. Bohr was spared the 

decision about the nuclear bomb, but there was a situation in his life when he had to 

make a similar choice – the moment when his son Christian was drowning in the water 

and he had to decide whether to jump after him and risk his own life, or remain on 

board and throw a lifebuoy. This is implied only later in the text, but one of the 

characteristics of our memory is the ability to remember multiple things at the same 

time. It is therefore possible that Bohr sympathizes with Heisenberg because he can 

imagine how he had felt, having gone through a comparable experience. 

With this realization, Bohr’s attitude changes from the distant, political point of view to 

that of a fatherly figure and teacher, as becomes apparent from the following discussion. 

It is no longer Margrethe but him who asks Heisenberg questions. Despite the serious 

topic, revealing that if the effort of Heisenberg’s nuclear team had been successful, the 

reactor would have killed the whole crew, the scene gradually resembles that of an 

elementary school teacher or a father telling off a little boy for some mistakes he had 

made. Heisenberg’s point of view changes as well and we can clearly sense the zeal, 

almost an obsession in his speeches. The tragicomedy culminates in the following 

exchange: 

Bohr: So if it had gone critical… 

Margrethe: You'd all have died of radiation sickness. 

Bohr: My dear Heisenberg! My dear boy! 

Heisenberg: Yes, but by then the reactor would have been running. 

Bohr: I should have been there to look after you. (…) You always needed me there to 

slow you down a little. (Frayn 52) 
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Bohr’s fatherly feelings resonate from the last lines. They also refer us back to the 

conversation about skiing in the first draft, where Heisenberg says he knew that Bohr 

had always been behind him to correct any possible mistake, pointing out implications 

and meanings he might have overlooked. (Frayn 25) 

After the second draft our perception of the two physicists shifts considerably. We have 

some clue that Heisenberg’s role might be, at least from how he remembers it, 

dramatically different to that which is traditionally assigned to him – that his intentions 

were not to supply Hitler with the bomb, but to stop its building. We are also aware of 

his personal feelings and the paradoxes he had found himself in and of the bitterness he 

feels at the contempt he had to face ever since, underlined by the statement that the 

weeks he had spent in Heigerloch working on the reactor were probably “the last happy 

weeks of his life” (Frayn 52), as he could have concentrated only on physics and the 

need to justify his actions had not emerged yet. Pushed to an extreme all this implies 

Heisenberg in fact sacrificed himself and his reputation to stop the usage of the atomic 

bomb. We also see Bohr in a different light – while after the first draft he seems to be a 

completely flawless character, in the second draft it becomes apparent that he was 

driven by the course of events to participate in the building of the Hiroshima bomb. 

3.3. Draft 3 

This draft provides us with a perception of the two physicists which contrasts sharply 

with that of the previous drafts. Bohr and Heisenberg also seem to begin to remember 

each other in a very different light. While after the first two drafts we are under the 

impression the war came in between Bohr and Heisenberg’s friendship, leaving them 

shifting their point of view from that of  father and son to that of a German and a Dane, 

in the third draft we get a very different picture of their relationship. Here the 

dissensions are not of a political, but of a personal character. The change is triggered by 

Margrethe, who leaves her previous role of observer and expresses her own memories 

of the events, pointing out the personal aspects of the situation. 
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Physics plays an important role here as the characters finally begin to understand its 

implications for their situation and human thinking in general, but this comes only later 

in the draft. In the beginning Bohr still believes they will be able to get to the true 

reason why Heisenberg came to Copenhagen in 1941, likening their efforts explicitly to 

those when they were trying to explain the workings of an atom. “We got there in the 

end, however” (Frayn 53), he says in the beginning of the draft. This remark also 

brings the memories of the 1920’s once again to the characters. The atmosphere seems 

to be much more cheerful than in the previous drafts. It is as if Bohr and Heisenberg 

suddenly recalled all the positive feelings and events and these gave them hope for 

reconciliation. It is signalled from the very beginning: 

Heisenberg: What’s in my head? (…) But.. yes.. something else as well. Here it comes 

again. I can almost see its face. Something good. Something bright and eager and 

hopeful. (Frayn 53) 

And a little later: 

Bohr: For a moment, yes, it's the twenties again. 

Heisenberg: And we shall speak to each other and understand each other in the way we 

did before. (Frayn 53) 

Even the loss of Christian and Harald has not taken presence yet. This notion underlines 

the constant parallel of Heisenberg’s political and Bohr’s private dilemma once again. 

Moving into the 1920’s in their minds, before the Bohrs’ tragedies happened, also 

means forgetting the fatal meeting in 1941 and Heisenberg’s controversial decisions. 

Yet very soon this atmosphere of joy darkens by the mentioning of Elsinore, the 

physicists’ favourite destination for their walks. The metaphorical sense creeps in too: 

their discussions are also heading to Elsinore, to the undeterminable and mysterious, 

only the characters are not fully aware of it yet. It is suggested by the fact that its 

mentioning is closely followed by the scene where Bohr and Heisenberg cannot agree 

on which language they spoke on their walks. Elsinore also means carelessness, the 
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unexplainable and potentially dangerous whims of the human mind none of the two 

geniuses is free from, as we learn from their recalling of Bohr’s throwing stones on a 

washed up mine with Kramers and Heisenberg’s balancing on the pinnacle of a pagoda.  

The importance of physics for the draft is also suggested when the physicists, 

remembering how Heisenberg replaced Kramers in the position of Bohr’s assistant, 

relate themselves to the structure of the atom: 

Bohr: And there was another electron on the inmost orbit. (Frayn 59) 

It is interesting that when recalling his dislike for Kramers, Heisenberg is in fact 

mirroring Margrethe’s words which she uses about himself in the beginning of the play, 

claiming that Kramers was “Far too wonderful” (Frayn 58). Heisenberg also admits 

being jealous of him.  

One of the most notable memories of the happy 1920’s is the anecdote of Bohr’s papal 

progress, which underlines the importance of Bohr’s role in the developments of 

modern physics. He was, together with Heisenberg, the central figure, the nucleus of an 

atom, as Frayn lets him say in the text, the pope, as fellow physicists called him, and he 

is clearly aware of it. Bohr’s awareness of his self-importance is visible also from the 

fact that throughout the play, when he is about to introduce some idea which he regards 

substantial, he presents it with “listen.. now it comes, now it comes” (Frayn 71). The 

papal progress provides us with a very idyllic image of the collaboration between the 

two friends.  The dialogue is also very amusing, letting the audience experience the 

spirit of the happiest part of Bohr’s and Heisenberg’s past. Apart from that it serves 

Frayn to create a powerful contrast to what is following.  

Margrethe: And that's what you were trying to get back to in 1941? 

Heisenberg: To something we did in those three years.. Something we said, something 

we though.. I keep almost seeing it out of the corner of my eye as we talk! Something 

about the way we worked. Something about the way we did all those things.. 

Bohr: Together. 
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Heisenberg: Together. Yes, together. 

Margrethe: No. (Frayn 61) 

The tone of the play changes when Margrethe reminds the two physicists that they in 

fact did not do any of their discoveries together. This scene, as was mentioned earlier, 

marks very well how their memories had betrayed them and how very different 

emotions emerged when they were reminded of the strikingly different perspective. We 

are then provided with a glimpse of how happy Heisenberg felt when he discovered 

quantum mechanics, on his own, on the rocky bare island of Heligoland, only to see the  

sharp contrast with the time when Erwin Schrödinger introduced his wave mechanics 

and everybody “turned their back” (Frayn 63) on Heisenberg. The following exchange 

is suggestive: 

Heisenberg: You invited Schrödinger here.. 

Bohr: To have a calm debate about our differences. 

Heisenberg: And you fell on him like a madman. You meet him at the station – of course 

– and you pitch into him before he's even got his bags off the train. Then you go on at 

him from first thing in the morning until last thing at night. (Frayn 64) 

Bohr clearly sees himself as a distinguished papal figure, while Heisenberg remembers 

him as emotive and stubborn, claiming Bohr would not make a least concession, going 

as far as to make Schrödinger ill from the arguments. Later we get another example of 

Bohr’s persistence, when Heisenberg remembers how Bohr reduced him to tears and 

drew to tears even Margrethe, when he had forced her to re-type his endless drafts of his 

complementarity paper. Bohr does not seem to be aware of the effect his behaviour has 

on people, replying to this that he does not recall.  

What reconciles the two physicists in the first draft are the memories of how they 

worked together, while here we are learning that they in fact had to get away from each 

other to accomplish their famous discoveries: 
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Heisenberg: I sometimes felt as if I was trapped in a kind of windowless hell. You don't 

realise how aggressive you are. Prowling up and down the room as if you're going to 

eat someone – and I can guess who it's going to be. 

Bohr: That's the way we did the physics, though. 

Margrethe: No. No! In the end you did it on your own again! Even you! You went off 

skiing in Norway. 

Bohr: I had to get away from it all! 

Margrethe: And you worked out complementarity in Norway, on your own. 

(…) 

Heisenberg: Having him out of town was as liberating as getting away from my hay 

fever on Helgoland. (Frayn 66) 

Suddenly we are given a very different description of the famous partnership of Bohr 

and Heisenberg. What they pictured as an idyllic collaboration they now remember as a 

battle, which began after Heisenberg had published his uncertainty paper without 

discussing it with Bohr beforehand. The notion of a battle is underlined also later when 

the physicists recall that they had to call Wolfgang Pauli “To negotiate peace between 

them” and that they ended up with a “treaty” (Frayn 70). Although the early 

publication is perfectly in line with the image of Heisenberg as a hasty student, while in 

the first two drafts his hastiness is described light heartedly (first draft) and  with a 

sense of pity and compassion (line “I should be there to look after you”  (Frayn 52) in 

the second draft) on Bohr’s side, here it makes the older physicist angry, accusing 

Heisenberg of not being honest with him and pointing out the paper contains a 

“fundamental error” (Frayn 66).  Heisenberg tries to oppose him and also probably to 

justify the impulsive publication: 

Heisenberg: No, but I show him the strangest truth about the universe that any of us has 

stumbled on since relativity (…) I shatter the objective universe around you – and all 

you can say is that there's an error in the formulation!  (Frayn 67) 
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Bohr’s pedantic nature emerges once again, as the error in the formulation appears to be 

much more important to him than the actual impact of the discovery. We can clearly 

sense Heisenberg’s feelings are hurt by this, but it seems that not only the younger 

physicist’s feelings are offended. When Bohr objects to Heisenberg’s explanation of 

how uncertainty works, that we have to use not only particle mechanics, but also 

Schrödinger’s wave mechanics, Heisenberg tells him that he has put this correction into 

the postscript, to which Bohr replies rather self evidently: 

Bohr: Everyone remembers the paper – no one remembers the postscript. (Frayn 69) 

and later in the play he complains about Heisenberg’s never fully accepting 

complementarity. The following heated argument is in fact a practical demonstration of 

what their collaboration looked like.  

Margrethe gives us yet another picture of the two physicists – while until that moment 

we saw them as scientists, consumed by their work and the world of theoretical physics, 

Margrethe claims that their intentions could have in fact a very personal, careerist 

nature – she suggests that Heisenberg accepted the compromise of the Copenhagen 

interpretation because he “wanted to drop bomb on Schrödinger” (Frayn 74), because 

he was jealous of him and wanted a professor chair in Leipzig which Schrödinger had 

been enlisted for, and needed a solidly established doctrine to teach (Frayn 74), while 

Bohr agreed to endorse Heisenberg’s opinions in order to be “acknowledged the head of 

the church” (Frayn 74). She then continues to give her own account of why 

Heisenberg came to Copenhagen, claiming that he wanted to show himself off, to show 

the Bohrs how important he had become. Very similarly to the first draft, Bohr refuses 

to believe this: 

Bohr: Yes, well, now you're simply working yourself up. (Frayn 75) 

Margrethe replies to him by employing physics once again: 
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Margrethe: A chain reaction. You tell one painful truth and it leads to two more. 

(Frayn 75) 

and goes on, pointing out that Heisenberg did not intend to stop working on the German 

programme, even if Bohr had told him not to continue, because he did not want to miss 

such an opportunity for research and he wanted to demonstrate the importance of 

theoretical physics to the Nazis, and planned to be the one who re-established German 

science once the war was over.  Margrethe even claims that the reason why Heisenberg 

had not told Speer that the reactor would make plutonium was because he was afraid 

“what would happen if the Nazis committed huge resources and [he] failed to deliver 

the bombs” (Frayn 75). To his defence Heisenberg claims that “unlike most of the 

gestures made by heroes of the resistance, it worked” (Frayn 75). He then draws a 

parallel between his situation when he decided to work for the Nazis and attempted to 

control the nuclear programme, rather than to join the resistance and risk his life, and 

the accident when Bohrs’ son Christian died.  

Heisenberg: What would it have achieved? What would it have achieved if you'd dived 

in after Christian, and drowned as well? But that's another thing that can't be said. 

(Frayn 76) 

This thought of the event being too painful to be discussed even by the Bohrs who share 

everything together, as is mentioned in the first draft, occurs repeatedly in the play and 

resonates with the notion of Elsinore, as the darkness which cannot be explained or 

endorsed. Heisenberg then realizes how harsh an effect his remark has on Bohr, and 

tries to smooth it by saying: 

Heisenberg: You had to be held back, I know. (Frayn 76) 

to which Margrethe, in line with her negative attitude towards Heisenberg and the 

conviction of his self importance, replies:  

Margrethe: Whereas you held yourself back. (Frayn 76) 
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Heisenberg is nevertheless convinced: 

Heisenberg: Better to stay on the boat, though, and fetch it about. Better to remain 

alive, and throw the lifebuoy. Surely! (Frayn 76) 

We can see that Bohr is not in a complete accordance, that he still has secret doubts that 

he could not have done more to save his son. 

Bohr: Perhaps. Perhaps not. (Frayn 76) 

Heisenberg seems to be sure: 

Heisenberg: Better. Better. (Frayn 76) 

The last exchange is ambiguous because Bohr’s and Heisenberg’s lines clearly apply to 

both situations, Christian’s accident and Heisenberg’s dilemma.  

Margrethe, unconvinced by Heisenbergs remark, goes on, claiming that Heisenberg did 

not build the bomb because he did not understand the physics behind it. In the following 

discussion the polarity of teacher and student between Bohr and Heisenberg emerges 

once more. Heisenberg refers Bohr to the Farm Hall records and his reluctance to tell 

the older physicist his estimation of the figure of the critical mass for the Hiroshima 

bomb, which he had given Otto Hahn, resembles that of an embarrassed pupil’s who is 

afraid of his teacher’s evaluation. Bohr’s reaction is then not unlike a teacher telling his 

student off: 

Bohr: But, Heisenberg, your mathematics, your mathematics! How could they have 

been so far out? (Frayn 82) 

It turns out that Heisenberg did not make a calculation for the diffusion equation and 

spent the entire war believing there would be so much plutonium needed for the 

building of the atomic bomb, that it was impossible to gather it. This means that the 

notion of incompetence, proposed by Margrethe earlier, is not dismissed completely. It 
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is interesting that throughout this dialogue Bohr is discussing Heisenberg’s failure as if 

it was some kind of a scientific problem, an equation which needs to be solved, no 

matter the consequences, and Heisenberg gradually does so as well. It culminates in the 

following exchange:  

Bohr: Assumed? Assumed? You never assumed things! That's how you got uncertainty, 

because you rejected our assumptions! You calculated, Heisenberg! You calculated 

everything! The first thing you did with a problem was the mathematics! 

Heisenberg: You should have been there to slow me down. 

Bohr: Yes, you wouldn't have got away with it if I'd been standing over you. (Frayn 85) 

The idea of Heisenberg needing to be slowed down by Bohr, as a student who needs 

control from his supervisor, emerges once again. The physicists at this point clearly do 

not realize what impact it could have, had Heisenberg been directed by Bohr, and it is 

not important to them at the moment, because they are evidently discussing it as some 

theoretical issue. 

Even though Margrethe seems to base her hostility towards Heisenberg on the political 

point of view, constantly reminding him of the evil the Gemans had done to the Jews, in 

the third draft we realize her anger could be motivated by a personal aspect as well. She 

reveals this in the following speech: 

Margrethe: No, I've kept my thoughts to myself for all these years. But it's maddening to 

have this clever son forever dancing about in front of our eyes, forever demanding our 

approval, forever struggling to shock us, forever begging to be told what the limits to 

his freedom are, if only so that he can go out and transgress them! (Frayn 78) 

This speech is important because we can interpret it that, in spite of everything she had 

said, she clearly sees Heisenberg as a son. It is also not the first time a similar notion 

comes up – let us recall the lines in draft one, when Margrethe speaks about the young 

physicist as of a lost child, or at the beginning of the third draft when she refers to 

Heisenberg as one of the “two new sons” (Frayn 57).  Taking this into consideration, 
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we may understand her feelings better and her character does not seem so reserved 

anymore.  

As we could see, in the third draft we are given a very distinct picture of the characters 

based on a personal point of view. Suddenly, we do not see a firm friendship divided by 

a complex political situation, but a rather selfish competition. The combativeness, 

recalled merrily in the series of anecdotes in the first draft, is revealed as a very painful 

aspect of the relationship between the two physicists. Bohr, who appears as a thoughtful 

and careful teacher in the first two drafts, turns out almost a fanatic who values the 

accuracy of the discoveries and the precision of formulations more than his family and 

friends8. Heisenberg then emerges as a careerist whose ambitions might have lead him 

to collaboration with the Nazis. There is complementarity in operation once again – 

once reminded of the personal aspect, the characters forget the distant, political sphere 

and concentrate solely on their emotions. They also come to a certain turning point: they 

realize the relevance of the quantum physics concepts for their situation. Significantly, 

it is Margrethe who draws the link, as she is able to look at Bohr and Heisenberg’s 

quarrels from the outside. 

Margrethe: If it's Heisenberg at the centre of the universe, then the one bit of the 

universe that he can't see is Heisenberg. 

Heisenberg: So.. 

Margrethe: So it's no good asking him why he came to Copenhagen in 1941. He doesn't 

know! (…) I've typed it out often enough. If you're doing something you have to 

concentrate on you can't also be thinking about doing it, and if you're thinking about 

doing it then you can't actually be doing it. Yes? 

(…) 

Bohr: But after you've done it.. 

Margrethe: You look back and make a guess, just like the rest of us. Only a worse 

guess, because you didn't see yourself doing it, and we did. (Frayn 72 – 73) 

                                                 
8 In this light the scene when Margrethe reminds Bohr about his leaving for walking trips when his sons 
were only one week old ceases to be humorous and underlines some of his selfishness.  
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Suddenly the characters understand there is no sense in arguing about their past 

intentions, because they can never really understand them. No one is able to give a true 

explanation of why he did what he did, because he could not observe himself at the 

moment when he was doing it. This realization leads them to the conclusion in the final 

draft. 

3.4. Draft 4 

The last draft differs remarkably from the previous ones. While the preceding drafts 

were the characters’ recollections, this draft resembles a kind of theoretical experiment. 

The personae go through the meeting again, carefully observing everything. If in the 

third draft they realize the relevance of quantum physics for their situation, then the 

fourth draft can be understood as its application. The characters also finally manage to 

fully appreciate its implications. It is explicitly stated in the following speeches, 

referring to Heisenberg coming to the Bohrs’ house and preparing to ask Bohr his 

question respectively: 

Bohr: Until this instant his thoughts have been everywhere and nowhere, like 

unobserved particles, through all the slits in the diffraction grating simultaneously. Now 

they have to be observed and specified. 

Heisenberg: And at once the clear purposes inside my head lose all definite shape. The 

light falls on them and they scatter. (Frayn 86) 

Heisenberg’s thoughts are compared to the electrons and their behaviour during the 

double slit experiment. As was explained earlier, in the experiment we are not able to 

determine which of the slits the individual electron passed through. To observe that, we 

need to introduce a new element – a source of light – to the system. Yet when we do 

this, we inevitably influence the electrons. Similarly, the characters realize that, 

according to uncertainty principle, it is impossible to determine Heisenberg’s intentions 

because once they start to analyze them, once they become observed, they get blurred.  
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Since the fourth draft is a theoretical experiment, we are able to witness the core 

exchange between Bohr and Heisenberg (unlike in the previous drafts). Bohr and 

Heisenberg can even carry on with the experiment, putting on a hypothetical situation 

that had not happened. This time Bohr does not get angry but stays calm and goes on 

with the conversation, looking at the question as at a scientific problem, performing the 

role of the teacher, checking whether his student had gone through all the necessary 

steps in the process of his work. 

Bohr: Why are you confident that it's going to be so reassuringly difficult to build a 

bomb with 235? Is it because you've done the calculation? (Frayn 89) 

At once Heisenberg realizes his omission and, in Bohr’s words, “a very different and 

very terrible new world begins to take shape” (Frayn 89). What had seemed all the 

time as a possible injustice to Heisenberg now turns out as something which may have 

prevented him from participating in a much greater tragedy.  

Apart from that, the characters finally become aware of the fact all the previous drafts 

were only their memories and therefore uncertain and unreliable – they appreciate the 

quantum character of our memory. 

Heisenberg: How difficult it is to see even what's in front of one's eyes. All we possess is 

the present, and the present endlessly dissolves into the past. Bohr has gone even as I 

turn to see Margrethe. (Frayn 86) 

The final draft also confirms and deepens the change our perception of the personae 

underwent in the previous drafts and, maybe even more visibly, the physicists finally 

see each other in a light very distinct from that at the beginning of the play. Bohr thanks 

Heisenberg for the fact that one of his men saved the Danish Jews from deportation. He 

also remembers that after he had escaped, Heisenberg came to Copenhagen and made 

sure the Nazi did not take over his institute – for the first time in the play Bohr is able to 

look at Heisenberg from the political point of view without feeling bitterness. It also 
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seems that only at that moment Bohr fully realizes his own responsibility for being a 

member of the Allied nuclear team: 

Heisenberg: Meanwhile you were going on from Sweden to Los Alamos. 

Bohr: To play my small but helpful part in the deaths of a hundred thousand people. 

(Frayn 91) 

Margrethe, possibly representing the public opinion, reacts to this, repeating once again 

that Bohr did not do anything wrong. Considering all that was said, this line resonates as 

slightly ironic with the audience. Bohr then claims that Heisenberg “never managed to 

contribute to the death of one single solitary person” (Frayn 91) in his life, in reply to 

which Margrethe, in accordance with her hostile attitude towards the younger physicist, 

remembers a prisoner who was to be executed and whom Heisenberg guarded as boy 

during the First World War. We nevertheless learn that Heisenberg in fact persuaded the 

guards to let the prisoner go. The shift in how the characters perceive each other is 

contained in the following exchange: 

 

Bohr: Heisenberg, I have to say - if people are to be measured strictly in terms of 

observable quantities.. 

Heisenberg: Then we should need a strange new quantum ethics. There'd be a place in 

heaven for me. (Frayn 92) 

 

This “new quantum ethics” summarises the change. If we were to judge Heisenberg 

only for what he had really done, he would come out as a noble-minded person who has 

never hurt anyone, while Bohr would bee seen as someone who, after escaping the 

danger which was threatening his life in Denmark, participated in one of the cruellest 

attacks in human history. Yet thanks to the application of quantum physics we are aware 

of the fact that there are also the individual person’s intentions to consider, and that is 

something we will never be able to determine. It is therefore extremely complicated to 

judge anyone.  
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The application of quantum physics enables the characters to realize one more thing. It 

is suggested in Heisenberg’s monologue in which he describes his journey across 

destroyed Germany at the end of the war and his encounter with the desperate Gestapo 

officer. The officer is about to shoot him as a deserter when he remembers a pack of 

cigarettes which he has in his pocket. Heisenberg draws the link between this situation 

and the moments when he discovered matrix mechanics and uncertainty: 

 

Heisenberg: And suddenly I'm thinking very quickly and clearly – it's like skiing, or that 

night on Heligoland, or the one in Faelled Park. (Frayn 92) 

 

Offering a packet of cigarettes to a half-mad, exhausted soldier is a most desperate 

solution, yet it works. The brand of the cigarettes is Lucky Strike, which subtly 

underlines the implication of this episode – the crucial moments of Heisenberg’s life are 

marked with a certain uncertainty. By mentioning the skiing, Frayn refers us back to 

Heisenberg’s first explanation of the uncertainty principle in draft one: 

 

Heisenberg: (…) Decisions make themselves when you're coming downhill at seventy 

kilometres an hour. Suddenly there's the edge of nothingness in front of you. Swerve 

left? Swerve right? Or think about it and die? In your head you swerve both ways..  (…) 

The swerve itself was the decision.  (Frayn 25–26) 

 

Christian’s accident emerges once again, this time not only as a parallel to Heisenberg’s 

faith, but also as a parable to the evanescence of our life (and consequently our 

memory). 

 

Bohr: And over goes the tiller once again. 

(…) 

Bohr: Before we can lay our hands on anything, our life's over. 

Heisenberg: Before we can glimpse who or what we are, we're gone and laid to dust. 
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(…) 

Margrethe: And sooner or later there will come a time when all our children are laid to 

dust, and all our children's children. 

Bohr: When no more decisions, great or small, are ever made again. When there's no 

more uncertainty, because there's no more knowledge. (Frayn 93–94) 

 

Heisenberg then comes to a conclusion that his meeting with Bohr in 1941, the grasping 

of which became a means of their consequent conflict, have possibly saved the planet 

form catastrophe.  The characters realize that uncertainty is an inherent part of our life; 

that without uncertainty there would in fact be no life at all. They finally accept the 

quantum quality of our memory, which means we do not have full control over our lives 

and decisions because there are forces inside our mind which we do not understand.  
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Conclusion 

 

This thesis is an attempt to analyse Michael Frayn’s Copenhagen in a less traditional 

way. Drawing on Susan Strehle’s notion of the impact which the discoveries in physics 

of the 20th century, especially that of quantum mechanics, had on our culture and our 

understanding of the world in general, we have tried to show the play could really be 

interpreted as being based on the philosophical implications of Bohr’s and Heisenberg’s 

principles. A short layman’s explanation of the terms was therefore needed in the 

beginning. Using Kačer’s, Djerassi’s and Shepherd-Barr’s findings we then put the play 

into the frame of the science theatre genre and briefly discussed the possible reasons for 

the popularity of this new form of art. As the practical part deals with memory, a brief 

overview of the connection between memory and literature and theatre was necessary. 

The appreciation of the strength of that connection opened the way for our further 

thinking about the play.  

 

In the practical part of the thesis we have tried to find out how quantum physics and its 

philosophical implications are employed in the play and what impact they could have 

for the interpretation of the text. The uncertainty and complementarity principles proved 

to be important for the structure of Copenhagen, as the play, being divided into four 

drafts, seems to be written as if to mimic a scientific experiment. Furthermore, the 

dialogues have a performative nature, which enable the audience to experience the ideas 

through the action on the stage in the form of numerous anecdotes, which are in fact 

illustrations of the principles. Physics is important on a larger scale as well, as the 

message of the play is delivered though the characters’ applying the quantum principles 

on their situation.  

 

Because all the characters are ghosts and the entire play consists of their recollections, 

the thesis has tried to explore the role which memory plays in the text. The connection 

of physics to the way Frayn works with memory proved crucial. When the principles 
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were applied to the workings of the human memory in the play, it came out our memory 

might have a certain quantum quality. This notion became the basis for the subsequent 

interpretation of the text. The analysis followed how our perception of the characters 

changes in the individual drafts and also how the personae themselves gradually see 

each other in a different light. Knowing we are moving in the realm of memory, we 

could employ the quantum paradigm when looking at the question. Applying the 

complementarity principle means only a certain part of a problem can be observed at a 

time and we are never able to understand every aspect of the situation. Therefore each 

drafts offers a different point of view and while in the first draft we see Bohr as a 

generous, flawless character and Heisenberg as his student who had gone astray, in the 

end of the play we tend to sympathize with the German. 

 

Throughout the play the characters believe they will be able to determine the real reason 

why Heisenberg came to Copenhagen, if they would observe closely every single step 

of the reasoning. The analysis showed that when they realize the analogy and 

understand the uncertainty and complementarity principles are in operation in their 

memories, they come to the conclusion that it is not possible, as their recollections will 

always betray them. The implication is even deeper and more philosophical – not only 

are we unable to determine anybody’s (and the least of all our own) intentions for some 

action, because we cannot rely on our memories, we have to accept the uncertainty as an 

inseparable part of our life, as something that makes us human beings.  
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